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This bibliography has been curated by Sheryl Grant, Director of Social Networking for the HASTAC/MacArthur Foundation Digital Media and Learning Competition, and PhD student at the School of Information and Library Science (SILS) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) and annotated by Kristan E. Shawgo, HASTAC Special Projects Manager and CI-BER Library Liaison, and recent MSLS graduate from SILS at UNC-CH.

Why a Badges Bibliography? Following the flood of response to the HASTAC/MacArthur Foundation's Badges for Lifelong Learning initiative in 2011, and the release of Mozilla’s Open Badges Infrastructure, HASTAC decided to assemble this Badges Bibliography v.1 as a humble attempt to organize the universe of knowledge about digital badges. More importantly, we hope this bibliography will come to represent a cross-disciplinary approach that inspires questions, perspectives, and approaches to badges that reflect the inherently collaborative nature of badge systems.

This annotated bibliography is a first step toward organizing literature about digital badges, open badges and badge systems. This domain involves multiple streams of literature from education, learning sciences, library and information science, reputation systems, and systems design. The bibliography includes peer-reviewed and non peer-reviewed articles, blog posts, news articles, white papers, videos, wikis and FAQs. We acknowledge that digital badges are an emerging topic and we have attempted to include a full spectrum of viewpoints. In light of this, we have chosen to provide descriptive rather than evaluative annotations.

Currently, the bibliography is heavy on certain theoretical perspectives and certain approaches to this topic. We intend for this to be a collaborative bibliography and welcome submissions. If you have sources or streams of literature you would like to add to this bibliography, please send an e-mail to Kristan E. Shawgo at kristan (dot) shawgo (at) duke (dot) edu or Sheryl Grant at sheryl (dot) grant (at) duke (dot) edu. Please provide the citation(s) in APA format. As of February 2013, the bibliography currently contains more than 160 references.

Journal articles (peer-reviewed)


Categories: badges, assessment, motivation, intelligent tutors

Annotation: This article discusses how badges are touted as an alternative assessment that can increase learner motivation. The researchers considered two distinct models for educational badges; merit badges and videogame achievements. To begin unpacking the relationship between badges and motivation, they conducted a study using badges within an intelligent-tutor system for teaching applied mathematics to middle-school students. Their findings indicate that badge earning could be driven by learner motivations and that systems with badges could have a positive effect on critical learner motivations. However, badge acquisition patterns were different across learners with different levels of prior knowledge. Different badge types also affected different learners motivation. Additionally, the researchers believe that their findings are compatible with the research finding that extrinsic motivators have a negative influence on learning. The implication for educational badge designers is that they must consider the ability and motivations of learners when choosing what badges to include in their curricula. The authors believe their findings exist as one piece of the large research base needed to understand educational badges.

---


Categories: credentialing, professional development

Annotation: This research article focuses on how employers in charge of hiring decisions view online vs. traditional classroom learning. They posit that the reputation of the degree granting agency makes a difference and that accreditation has traditionally been used to demonstrate educational integrity, instructional quality as well as certainty about specific guidelines and standards. For their study, letters were sent to hiring managers from eight different metropolitan areas asking if the managers would hire person A - 100% traditional classroom learning, Person B - 100% virtual learning, or Person C - 50/50 split between traditional and virtual learning. They found that in the case of Person A vs. Person B, 96% chose A and in the case of Person A vs. Person C, 75% chose A. They also gathered qualitative responses about accreditation, interaction and classroom experience, reputation and quality, skills and experience. Though it was written in 2006 before MOOCs, digital badges, and programs like MITx altered the landscape of online learning, the study’s results may still hold great significance in regards to the importance of credentialing and brings into question whether digital badges earned by potential employees might hold value to hiring managers.

----


Categories: credentialing, higher education, professional development

Annotation: This chapter focuses on importance or lack of importance of credentialing in the field of information technology (IT). The authors describe IT as a field where someone with a PhD is working next to someone without a degree. They conducted a quantitative web-based survey data and found that in the field of IT, credentialing may be more important than skills in regards to hiring, because achieving a formal education is seen as providing the learner with skills, socialization, contacts, and credentials. In addition, they found that younger workers and women may benefit even more from credentials within the field. Includes a review of theories about skill and education in regards to employment.


Categories: informal learning, theory, K-12

Annotation: This article focuses on the human constructivist theory of learning as an important tool for “investigating the development of knowledge and understanding emergent from experiences in informal settings” (p. 177). The constructivist theory of knowledge is based on a theory of knowledge scaffolding-- that we take in new knowledge and then integrate it into our next “level” of learning. The authors were interested in how formal (traditional classroom) and informal (visit to a museum) learning together would affect knowledge construction for students. For their research study, they had students 11-12 years in age complete concept maps and interviews in three different stages -- prior to a visit to a Sciencentre in Brisbane, Australia, pre-visit and post-visit plus a classroom related discussion. Their results included seven emerging categories of knowledge transformation: addition, emergence, progressive differentiation, disassociation, recontextualization, merging, and development of personal theories. This article will be of interest to those researching the integration of informal and formal learning and constructivist theory for K-12 students.


Categories: motivation

Annotation: This article looks at motivational factors in online collective action sites like Wikipedia and YouTube. The authors posit that we must take individual operational knowledge into account when considering motivation. For example, someone who sees an error in a Wikipedia entry may want to edit the entry, but they choose not to to edit, because they simply don’t know how to edit the page. The authors tested two hypotheses: “(1) individuals contribute more in collective action situations when they believe that they are highly competent, and; (2) they contribute more when they believe that they are more competent than other group members” (p. 372). It could be reasoned that if their hypotheses hold true then a digital badge provided to signify competence could increase motivation to participate in online collective action sites.

**Categories:** achievement, motivation, gamification, reputation systems

**Annotation:** The article looks at the intersection of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and social psychology theories as they apply to digital badges and recognize the impact of Wikipedia, StackOverflow and Foursquare on the current landscape of badges. The authors discuss social psychological functions for badges in social media, which include 1) goal setting: users set learning goals for themselves; 2) instruction: can be used to learn about a new website or idea; 3) reputation: represent interests, expertise and interactions of earner, 4) status/affirmation: advertise achievements to others and personal affirmation; and 5) group identification: shows shared experiences or shared interests. The article acknowledges that badges are emergent and require further research.


**Categories:** motivation

**Annotation:** This article posits that motivational factors must be understood in order to create successful open innovation communities. For their research study, the authors posed questions to users and maintainers of the open innovation communities CrowdSpirit, FellowForce, and Owela. They found that fun was the biggest motivating factor for contributors and that monetary rewards were not very effective in increasing motivation. The article includes an extensive list of references and many easy-to-read and useful tables, including a table of motivational factors for online community contributions, such as altruism, reputation, and enhancement of professional status, ideology, etc., along with references to the authors who wrote about the factors and a table of their research results that includes suggested tools and methods to increase collaboration.


**Categories:** credentialing, professional development, higher education, motivation

**Annotation:** This research article focuses on how employers can “learn about workers’ pre-college cognitive abilities by observing the educational credentials they obtain, and to assess whether employers value credentials because they signal these cognitive abilities” (p. 133). For this study, participants (all men) were gathered from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY). NLSY participants completed the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) prior to attending college and then 13 years later author, Arkes selected participants from this group who were currently employed and not in school to complete self-reporting about their educational and work achievements, resulting in 1064 participants. The author makes the assumption that educational attainment signals pre-existing (before college) ability. Based on test performance and self-reporting, “the results show statistically significant partial associations between pre-college ability and a high school diploma, college attendance, a bachelor's degree
and an advanced degree, but not an associate’s degree” (p. 134). “In conclusion, I find evidence indicating that a national test measuring cognitive abilities could convey part of, but certainly not all of, the information provided by workers acquiring credentials to signal their abilities” (p. 141).

---


**Categories:** credentialing, theory

**Annotation:** This article develops a “new theoretical argument about why over the past century a rapid and robust educational transformation of occupational credentialing has occurred and what the current intensification of this trend means for sociological inquiry into social stratification” (p. 6). It does not test a hypothesis but looks at theories on credentialing (human capital and education-as-myth), current ways credentialing plays out in educational institutions (horizontal institutionalization, vertical institutionalization, forward educational credentialing and backward educational credentialing) and looks toward the future of credentialing. This article would be useful for those interested in the theories around educational credentialing from a sociological (social stratification) or economic perspective.

---


**Categories:** credentialing, higher education, formal vs. informal education

**Annotation:** This chapter provides a history of the education system in the post-industrial era and posits that the “already robust global culture of education will likely intensify its transformation of postindustrial society” (p. 13). The author examines how education has become institutionalized and how it impacts social stratification with an overarching theme that “academic achievement assumes greater importance than specific skill mastery” (p. 19). He argues that education is now about cognitive development and critical thinking rather than learning specific skills signified by the decrease in vocational training. The chapter also focuses on earning traditional degrees as credentialing, our society moving towards a meritocratic system (based on academic diplomas) and addresses the fear of credentialing fraud and diploma mills.

---


**Categories:** assessment, higher education

**Annotation:** This article focuses on moving to a culture of assessment rather than testing, which they believe addresses the process of learning. They address self-assessment, peer assessment, and achievement assessment. “MBA students carried out an on-line Question-Posing Assignment (QPA) that consisted of two components: Knowledge Development and Knowledge Contribution.” The students authored questions and answers and rated their peers’
responses and the authors conducted a content analysis of this process. They found that those who developed and contributed higher level questions, earned a better grade on their final exam and they also noted that not many students participated in ranking their fellow students. They concluded by saying, “this research suggests that on-line question-posing activity may enhance meaningful learning and that on-line peer-assessment activity may enhance communities of learners.”


**Categories:** motivation, rewards

**Annotation:** This research article is about the effects of recognition of participation in a non-commercial virtual communities with the Yahoo! Group “Academic Dress”, a virtual community that has academic discussion about academic dress, as its exploratory case study. The literature review includes a discussion on success factors in virtual communities- trust, anonymity and sense of community and two conceptual foundations: Theory of Information Sharing & Social Exchange Theory and Recognition & Participation in Virtual Community. Their methodology included electronically conducted interviews and qualitative survey. Their study identified three forms of recognition: identification, expertise and tangible recognition and they found that members with a strong identity in the group felt a stronger sense of community and being recognized as an expert motivated further contributions. This study addresses interesting implications for motivation, recognition and reward that could be achieved through digital badges.


**Categories:** motivation, rewards, higher education

**Annotation:** This article examines incentive mechanisms in online communities through the example of an online, resource-sharing community called “Comtella.” It begins with a brief literature review that considers issues of lack of user participation vs. information overload, conducting qualitative examination of content, and the process of peer-review. They proposed two mechanisms for looking at user incentive: a mechanism encouraging users to rate resources and an adaptive reward mechanism (different rewards for different levels of participation) and conducted their study with participants from a college course, “Ethics and Information Technology.” The found that incentivized users were more likely to rate articles, rated articles were more likely to be chosen to be summarized, that incentivized users contributed content earlier than non-incentivized users and they were more satisfied with their experience overall. This article would be of interest to those looking at incentives and motivations in online communities and how ratings effect user interest.

**Categories:** motivation

**Annotation:** This article was co-authored by an assistant professor and a doctoral student (respectively) at Berkeley’s School of Information and focuses on what feedback mechanisms can motivate user contributions on sites like Wikipedia and YouTube with a specific focus on social psychological motivation. The authors define information pools as the gathering of information data online from many different sources to be accessed by others. The article begins with a useful literature review of articles about motivations for online contributions and they note that previous studies have found that positive ratings create greater chance for further contributions. Their study was about social psychology incentives for contributions and they focused on the effects of gratitude, historical reminder and relative rankings on the amount of future user contributions. They found that these intrinsic motivation were statistically significant.

---


**Categories:** reputation systems

**Annotation:** This article focuses on document authenticity that is delivered in a peer-to-peer (P2P) system and how a document’s authenticity can be ensured more accurately through a reputation-based system. The author’s explain that, “a reputation-based system uses a node’s past interactions to weigh the opinions of other nodes when retrieving an authentic document” (p. 1). The article delves into specific details of what to consider in setting up a reputation system tool (metadata, reputation matrix, threat model and goals and metrics), provides samples of reputation systems and closes with research questions to create further discussion on using reputation systems for determining document authenticity.

---


**Categories:** motivation, rewards

**Annotation:** This is an article about an experiment on the effects of external rewards on intrinsic motivation. It begins with a literature of experiments and learning theories- the first set showing that external rewards decrease intrinsic motivation and the second showing it increases intrinsic motivation. Here they investigators also made a distinction between financial reward (used in their first two studies) and verbal reward (used in their third study) to see if these methods would have different effects on motivation. Their sample sizes were small, but they did find overall that their subjects became less motivated over time when provided financial reward and became more motivated over time when provided verbal reward. This article would be of interest to those looking at the possible intrinsic and extrinsic motivation inherent in digital badges and those thinking about the importance of intentions in digital badging.

---


**Categories:** motivation, rewards, badge design
This research article is a follow-up to the author’s previously published study, Effects of Externally Mediated Rewards on Intrinsic Motivation. Author, Edward Deci, concluded that his previous experiment needed a bigger sample size and showed interesting but not statistically significant results about the impact of financial reward and verbal reward on intrinsic motivation. In this research study, he conducted his experiment with a larger sample size and discovered the same results—subjects became less motivated over time when provided financial reward and became more motivated over time when provided verbal reward. This article would be of interest to someone thinking about motivation and design for digital badges.


Annotation: Windowfarm is a multi-user blogging site for those who create Windowfarms, which are indoor vertical hydroponic farming system. The investigators explained that in most virtual communities there are a small set of people who provide most of the contributions and they were interested in exploring user participation and motivation in this virtual community from various viewpoints and theories: Psychology, Sociology, Mass media, Economics and Cognitive Science. Various models of motivation: intrinsic vs. extrinsic; functional psychology’s Value-expressive, Social adjusive, Utilitarian, and Knowledge; Clary’s motivational categories for volunteering: Values, Social, Understanding, Career, Protective, and Enhancement; recent experiment on motivation in contributing to Wikipedia found the factors to be fun and ideology; sociology: sense of efficacy, commitment and anticipated reciprocity were among the motivations reported in virtual communities, social psychology model of Sense of Community and so forth. For their experiment, they sent a survey to the 20,000 members, research database records and created a behavior classification system. They found that a users’ feelings of integration and fulfillment of need created the strongest sense of community for them. The main motivational factor they found was self-satisfaction and self-improvement. They found overall that it followed closest to Wikipedia framework overall with fun and ideology being top motivators.


Annotation: This is a summary of a law proposed in the European Union to create a reference tool for key competences for lifelong learning and to ensure these competences are integrated into strategies and infrastructure. The eight key competences they list are: communication in the mother tongue, communication in foreign languages, mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology, digital competence, learning to learn, social and civic competences. sense of initiative and entrepreneurship, and cultural awareness and expression. reference tool, basis for action at a community level. The summary explains that these key competences “provide added value for employment, social cohesion or young people (European Youth Pact), which explains the importance of lifelong learning in terms of adapting to change.
and integration." This is an interesting look at how lifelong learning is being considered and integrated into policy initiatives and law.


**Categories:** lifelong learning

**Annotation:** This is a research article about school-learning and lifelong learning in the field of science, where the researchers conducted phone interviews with the public about where they learn about science. They "argue that the contribution of school-based science learning to the long-term public understanding of science is limited, particularly for the majority of Americans who do not go on to post-secondary schooling." The results showed a pretty even split for those who self-reported learning about science through the classroom and out of the classroom. They found that "43 percent of the public's self-reported science understanding derives from leisure time, free-choice learning; science understanding was primarily acquired for reasons related to personal interest, need and/or curiosity." This article has interesting implications for the importance of lifelong learning. It is important to note that while it was published in 2007, the phone surveys examined this study were conducted in 1997 and 2000. The authors acknowledged the impact of the advent of the internet between the two studies, which in all likelihood have a greater impact on their findings today.


**Categories:** motivation

**Annotation:** This is a research article that examines the impact of incentive mechanisms (rewards and reputation) on user participation on social networking sites using the example of a social networking site for employees at IBM called “Beehive.” The authors explain incentive systems, such as incenting with rewards, by reputation, by goal-setting, for community benefit and for self benefit. They designed a points based rewards system that would provide both individual reward and increase reputation based on their content analysis of the site and collected both quantitative and qualitative data. The system provided rewards in the form of an image (a bee- with different colors associated with different levels) with a descriptor: new bee, worker bee, busy bee and super bee (lowest to highest). They discovered an initial bump in content contribution by incentivized users, which leveled out over time and found that users would contribute to bump themselves up to the next level and then cease contributing. This is an interesting and easy to read article about motivation and incentivizing in social networks, plus it shows an example of earning digital badges in an experiment.


**Categories:** assessment
**Annotation:** This article is about the Delphi process, a flexible method of evaluation, that helps avoid confrontation by allowing anonymous feedback and helps move an organization forward in its goals. The process “focuses on collating the aggregate judgments of a number of individuals who speculate on the present and the future and who have either similar or diverse backgrounds” (p. 149). This research study looks at faculty and administrators’ perceptions of institutional need at the University of Medicine and Dentistry in New Jersey. The three Delphi questionnaires used in this study are included in full and the article also contains a bibliography. The Delphi process could be used to evaluate educational effectiveness in both formal and informal learning.

----


**Categories:** motivation

**Annotation:** This article posits that most economists believe people are motivated exclusively by material self-interest, but they should also consider how social preference motivate behavior and that material incentives may be harmful. The authors conduct research to look at heterogenous motivations, including reciprocal fairness, inequity aversion - both of which are altruistic motivations, competition vs. cooperation, and also spiteful or envious preferences - where people are only concerned about others getting less. Contains extensive references section. This article looks at various motivational factors and could be used to inform badge system design.

----


**Categories:** reputation systems, credibility

**Annotation:** This chapter addresses methods of manipulating reputation systems - through whitewashing, phantom feedback/sybil attacks and incorrectly reported feedback - and how to create a system that is free of manipulation beginning with a discussion of the importance and uses of reputation systems. They suggest to avoid whitewashing through “pay your dues” methods, incorrectly reported feedback through a moderated “center” that reviews contributions, and incentives for honesty and to avoid Sybil attacks by using Pagerank and max flow strategies. The chapter is part of the book, “Algorithmic Game Theory” and therefore contains many complicated algorithms for creating manipulation-resistant reputation systems, which may be difficult to understand for the lay reader.

----


**Categories:** game theory, reputation systems, motivation

**Annotation:** This article examines how to create motivate user generated content in online forums that is both high in quality and quantity and is also easy to contribute. They are using game theory and setting exposure as their primary motivator for contributed content. For their
study they used “the solution concept of a free entry Nash equilibrium: as in a standard Nash
equilibrium, the quality chosen by each participating contributor must be a best response to the
qualities chosen by the remaining participants”, in this case a thumbs up/thumbs down “vote”
given by readers of the content. Motivation, game theory (and its algorithms) and reputation
systems are all covered in this article as they apply to user generated content.

---

version from 2011: http://alex.halavais.net/a-genealogy-of-badges
Categories: assessment, reputation systems, motivation

Annotation: The author provides a history of analog badges and digital badges and how
they’ve been used for marking authority, expertise, experience (or achievement), and
identity. He also briefly addresses false badges and how badges may be misinterpreted by
those outside of the badge issuer’s community, before pointing the discussion towards Jane
Jacob’s “Systems of Survival” as a framework for effective digital badging. He explains that it is
important to think about the intended function of badges, because, for example, “when badges
are used as a way to certify knowledge and learning, the danger of monstrous hybridization
becomes part of learning networks and educational institutions.” This article is an excellent look
at the history of badges, both analog and digital, and a reminder of the importance of
considering how badges are being employed.

---

Identifying and assessing tacit knowledge: Understanding the practical intelligence of
military leaders. The Leadership Quarterly, 14(2), 117-140.
Categories: informal education, learning theory

Annotation: This research paper looks at Tacit Knowledge (TK) in the domain of military
leadership. TK is likened to professional intuition and is based on informal learning, everyday
experience, practical application and personal goals. They had a three-part methodology- 1.
interviewed military leaders at three different levels- platoon leaders, company commanders and
battalion commanders - for examples of TK, 2. they narrowed down the list of TK attributes and
created assessment tools and 3. then administered the assessment tools to new leaders. They
found a great overlap with existing ideas about leadership, but also found establishing credibility
and trust to be specifically important TK for military leaders. Readers may connect the concept
of Tacit Knowledge with the importance of informal education and practical application being
touted by many digital badge advocates.

---

Hickey, D., & Granade, J. (2004). The influence of sociocultural theory on our theories of
engagement and motivation. In D. M. McInerney & S. Van Etten (Eds.), Big theories
revisited: Research on sociocultural influences on motivation and learning (Vol. 4, pp.
Categories: motivation, (sociocultural) theory
Annotation: This chapter looks at the influence of sociocultural theory on theories of motivation. The authors posit that knowledge is socially defined, participation in knowledgeable activity transforms that knowledge plus any associated goals and values and that the internalization of values and standards through the process of knowledge acquisition drive motivation in learning. The idea of internalizing knowledge and “the assumption that using knowledge transforms or changes both learners and the knowledge” (p. 242) has strong implications for motivation in learning.


Categories: motivation, educational reform, assessment, (sociocultural) theory

Annotation: This article discusses an innovative approach to educational motivation “that embraces the core sociocultural assumption that knowledge ultimately resides in the context of its use, in the practices of “knowledge communities,” in which case, learning involves meaningful participation in the practices that characterize a community” (p. 278) and the implications of this approach on education assessment. It provides a detailed overview of sociocultural theories on motivation and the reconciliation between individual and social activity - aggregative and dialectical and its stated purpose is to raise questions about educational reform, assessment and motivation rather than provide answers. “With the support of the U.S. National Science Foundation, a 3-year study was initiated in 2000 to explore the issues in motivation and assessment summarized previously. The study involved a 20-hr secondary genetics curriculum built around the GenScope ([http://genscope.concord.org](http://genscope.concord.org)) modeling/simulation software (Horwitz & Christie, 2000). The project’s central challenge was motivating lower-achieving ninth graders to learn introductory genetics.” The data is still being analyzed, but initial findings have been positive.


Categories: analog badges, badge standards, motivation, professional development

Annotation: This is a 350-page dissertation written by a PhD candidate studying science education. The author compared merit badge standards for the Boy Scouts of America to the National Science Education Standards with specific attention paid to the “geology” merit badge. She explains that learning associated with earning Boy Scout badges is both tactile and visual, learning styles, which may aid in retention over time. She found that 85% of the badges met at least one National Science Education Standard and concluded that Boy Scout participants learn science through earning merit badges, camping and other outdoor activities. She conducted interviews with former Scouts who are currently scientists and these scientists believe participating Boy Scouts and earning badges has helped them in their career. She makes a good connection between standards and success, though it would have been interesting to also look into the acceptance of badges by potential employers and educational
institutions and how earning badges and being a scout helped them with their success (Did it help them with motivation? self-confidence? knowledge?).

---


**Categories:** motivation

**Annotation:** This is a research article about what motivates user participation in online forums and looks specifically at the staff online forum for IBM. It begins with discussing previous studies on online user participation with conflicting (intrinsic vs. extrinsic) findings on motivational factors. Participants were sent a survey about expertise-sharing and were asked what would motivate them to contribute and their preferred method of feedback. They found the primary motivator for older contributors to be based in “helping the community” and the primary motivator for younger contributors to be based in a desire for management approval/recognition. In their second study, they asked participants to contribute to the online forum and provided community interest and self-interest (or neither for the control group) as their motivation, but they garnered no significant results in this part of the study.

---


**Categories:** lifelong learning, motivation, K-12

**Annotation:** This chapter challenges two assumptions about formal and informal learning. The first is that informal and formal learning must be different kinds of learning and the second is that informal learning is solely a supplement to formal learning. They posit that traditional classroom learning is often set up in a way that does not allow children and teens to successfully connect with the subject matter and teachers, which therefore lessens their learning experience. Their chapter focuses on the concept of formation of personal identity in learning and they believe that informal learning creates shifted identities that increase motivation, improve interpersonal interactions and work to disrupt uneven power dynamics. The chapter provides examples of their concepts in real-life situations, explores language literacy and learning math skills and argues that we should focus on ways that best support learning.

---


**Categories:** motivation, (social exchange) theory

**Annotation:** This research article looks at motivating factors and incentives for contributions on online learning networks. The article posits that the quality of learning is rooted in practice (constructivist approach), informed participation, and social exchange (with the best value at the lowest cost). The authors identified four motivators for learning network contributions: personal access or anticipated reciprocity, personal reputation, social altruism and tangible rewards. Other theories explain motivators as individual (personal access) vs. interpersonal (altruism) and hard rewards (personal access) vs. soft rewards (altruism) with the idea that altruistic
motives drive better content. After conducting a pilot study, the researchers studied motivation through first establishing a control time period, then providing an incentive and then removing an incentive on their Learning Network, LN4LD. They found the highest motivation level occurred when they were providing an incentive and that this motivation decreased significantly when it was removed. It is of note that the study only had a 13.6% response rate and 17 participants overall. This is an interesting look at how incentives or lack of incentives motivate online contributions in knowledge building spaces.


Categories: motivation, (self-determination) theory

Annotation: The article focuses on choice in an educational setting and the self-determination theory (SDT) of motivation which centers around three needs that are at the heart of intrinsic motivation: autonomy, the need for relatedness, and the need for competence. The authors detail these three needs of SDT and how they are integrated into the classroom setting through choice. The article has an extensive bibliography.


Categories: assessment, higher education

Annotation: This article is a qualitative study with three lecturers and their students about peer learning and assessment in the higher education classroom. It begins by outlining peer learning, assessment and technology-enhanced learning environments and then takes a close look at three case studies that include these concepts. Case 1 involved peer sharing and critique of the group design project using the Blackboard Learning Management System, in Case 2 first year participants in the Art Education Foundation module were asked to use the Blackboard Learning Management System as part of a learning-oriented assessment strategy and the third case study was a design project for primary-school teachers that focused on the design of a virtual learning community (VLC) and involved peer learning using face-to-face groups and virtual groups using the Blackboard Learning Management System. The article concludes by asserting that peer assessment is crucial for lifelong learning.


Categories: badge design, motivation

Annotation: This is a research article on Wikipedia and task management. The abstract notes that, “despite the availability of tag-based community-wide task assignment mechanisms, informants reported that self-directed goals, within-topic expertise, and fortuitous discovery are more frequently used than community-tagged tasks.” Their qualitative study sought to answer three questions: How do people choose tasks to complete on Wikipedia, how does that vary
amongst levels of participants and what does that mean for tool design? In their discussion section the authors address five significant points of insight they gained- there is a bottom-up structure, template tags do not function well as items to accomplish next, there is a lack of triage, it is difficult to attain contextual support and there is a disconnect between individual and site tasks. In response, the authors designed and implemented a task management system called “WikiTasks.”


Annotation: This is an article about a badging system employed by Wikipedia, called Barnstars, that provides “personalized tokens of appreciation” to participants. “A barnstar is an image accompanied by a short and often personalized statement of appreciation for the work of another editor” (p. 49) and they are used to recognize the work of others. The authors conducted a content analysis of the distributed barnstars and identified the main reasons they were received (listed from highest to lowest percentage) - editing work, social and community support actions, border patrol, administrative, collaborative actions and disposition, and meta-content work. They included qualitative data along with their descriptions of these categories. They conclude that, “an important direction for online communities research is to formulate recommendation and reputation mechanisms that help members identify trustworthy partners for interaction, deal with newcomers who do not yet understand community norms, and encourage desirable activity” (p. 55) and suggest that further studies be conducted.


Annotation: This research article focuses on children’s compliance (consequence-oriented and activity-oriented) to adult requests with special attention paid to educational compliance. The authors found that most previous studies focused on consequence-oriented compliance - offering extrinsic reward for completed activities - whereas they hypothesize that using activity-oriented compliance - making the activity itself more enjoyable - would be more effective. They experimented with preschool students employing two different activity-oriented strategies-fantasy-transformation strategies and goal-setting strategies and compared the results to a control group. Students were found to be more compliant and enjoyed their activities more when provided with either fantasy-transformation strategies and goal-setting strategies.


Categories: motivation
**Annotation:** This is a qualitative study about motivation and reputation in online creative collaboration. Their methodology included interviewing online creative collaboration participants (leaders and/or artists) working on collaborative (collab) projects on Newgrounds, a flash animation portal. In the case of Newgrounds, “collab” leaders must determine which artist’s submissions to integrate into a final design and how they should be credited or attributed for the final product. In their interviews, they learned that leaders and artists believe that it is important to acknowledge online contributions and the authors suggest that an acknowledgement of contributions combined with a system for providing a commendation for contributions, like “barnstars” on Wikipedia, would be the most beneficial in motivating creative online contributions. The article contains reference, images and examples from Newgrounds.

---


**Categories:** reputation systems

**Annotation:** The authors state that their “primary goal is to provide a useful taxonomy of the field of peer-to-peer reputation design.” The article defines common concepts in peer-to-peer (P2P) reputation systems, such as transactions and Distributed Hash Tables, and outlines assumptions and constraints, including user behavior, adversarial powers, threat models and environmental limitations. The authors also identify sources for gathering information (system identities, information sharing, sources of information, information integrity, dealing with strangers) about users that help determine someone’s “reputation” given by their peers in an online forum as well as how an individual’s reputation can affect motivation through incentives and punishment. “A reputation system is generally composed of three basic components: gathering behavioral information, scoring and ranking peers, and rewarding or punishing peers” (p. 482).

---


**Abstract:** In this paper, we describe an online course management system (titled Adventures in Emerging Media) designed to allow students to choose their own pathways through learning content (a choose-your-own-adventure online course). In addition to providing students with additional agency and narrative prompts, we also used badges, or achievements, to promote specific types of student behaviors. This study provides data collected from approximately 200 students enrolled in this online digital media course in which badges were used to incentivize targeted student behaviors, such as taking an exam within a certain timeframe or responding to student work with especially helpful feedback. In addition to a brief analysis of relevant achievement assessment data, we also describe our approach to the mechanics of achievement design and show some of the elements of design and layout used to incorporate the achievements into a learning management system.

**Annotation:** This article reflects upon the process of using a badging strategy in a gamified course in a Design and Art school (University of Central Florida). It reports on the behaviours
that emerged around students efforts to acquire badges and engage in learning activities. Some of the interesting observations relate to the way students saw peer achievement as a motivator – when a friend acquired a badge they were more motivated to chase that badge themselves. It reports a somewhat ambivalent reception to the badges by students but suggests some future directions for investigation around gender differences, instant gratification, and motivational dimensions.


Categories: Wikipedia, motivation

Annotation: “This research begins to address how we can leverage community based behavioral observations; observations that people make of those around them.” The researchers tested their question- are behavioral observations reliable?- on distributed “barnstars”, which are images accompanied by descriptive appreciation about users (Wikipedians) and their contributions on Wikipedia that can be given by any person using Wikipedia. In essence, barnstars are badges given to exemplary contributors on Wikipedia. This article found that barnstars were most frequently awarded for different activities observed by individual users, though they might be awarded for the same type of activity. For example, barnstars are awarded to one Wikipedian for their editing skills, but they are awarded for different articles that they edited, not all for the same one. The authors believe this helps support their idea that behavioral observations are reliable and they suggest that these behavioral observations be leveraged to learn about and improve collective online contribution sites like Wikipedia.


Categories: learning theories, informal learning

Annotation: This article is a critical review of free-choice learning (FCL) theory, considers many alternative theories including absolutism, skepticism, pragmatism, Vygotskian epistemology and ultimately suggests the use of John Dewey’s learning theory as an underpinning for FCL. Their critique predominantly lies in the lack of guidance that FCL provides for educators. Dewey’s theory “puts the emphasis on the educator creating learning experiences for the learner to reconstruct their knowledge” (p. 319) and uses a model of scaffolded learning.


Categories: learning theory

Annotation: This is an article about learning theory that focuses on John Dewey’s pragmatism and cultural-historical activity theory and secondly on Lev Vygotsky modern take on Marx’s materialistic concept of practice.

**Categories:** K-12, informal learning, motivation

**Annotation:** This article addresses how to bridge the free choice learning experience of visiting a science museum with curriculum in the K-12 classroom through the use of a guided worksheet. The authors consider constructivist theories of learning; prior knowledge, interests and beliefs; choice and control; sociocultural theories and theories of motivation (classroom & grades- extrinsic, museum learning- intrinsic) and use these methods (save extrinsic reward) as recommendations in constructing the worksheet. They carried out their experiment through a school visit to the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences and found that students using “Chaperone Guides” were statistically more likely to have classroom curriculum related discussions while viewing focus displays at the museum. This article would be of interest for anyone looking for an almost step-by-step guide to create tools to integrate formal and informal learning experiences and anyone interested knowing more about learning theories and motivation. Examples of the museum’s chaperone guides can found here: [http://naturalsciences.org/education/learning-resources/chaperone-guides](http://naturalsciences.org/education/learning-resources/chaperone-guides)


**Categories:** motivation, sociocultural theory, K-12

**Annotation:** Research from the perspective of science literacy by academics who also possess knowledge of educational psychology, the authors examine motivation in science learning through sociocultural theory, future time perspective and achievement goal theory. They conducted a full school year qualitative (interviews, observation, content analysis of curriculum) case study with ten 11th grade male students that sought to answer these two research questions: “1. What kind of goals do students adopt in a science class that is promoted as meeting students’ need for a senior science credit? 2. Are students’ goals influenced by goal messages discussed in the classroom and/or transported through the general school climate and school mission? If so, which goal messages do they integrate into their own goal structure and to which degree do they integrate them?” Their results found five common themes from students about the course: “dead end,” “just a credit,” “for non-science people,” “not a real science course,” and “everyday knowledge accumulation.” Their analysis included looking at how the teaching approach and stated course design (includes language about the course being “for non-science people”) affected students' motivation and perceptions and found that most students were extrinsically motivated and externally regulated.

Categories: theory, higher ed
Annotation: This paper establishes the need to develop sociological explanations for the recent development of badges of certification of skill and knowledge mastery as possible substitutes for, or supplements to, conventional college and university degrees. It also calls for sociologists to attempt to anticipate the impact of these developments on the configuration of U.S. higher education. Among the sociologically significant features of badges that it identifies are the openness of badges to certifying knowledge and skills acquired outside of formal education institutions, the emergence of badges in a context of credential inflation, the challenge badges pose to reigning sociological explanations for the role of credentials in the labor market, and the departure of badges from formal degrees’ hierarchical classification of individuals. The paper concludes that badges may very well be positioned as “alternatives” to dominant forms of credentials, that they are more likely to generate reactions among non-elite institutions of higher education than among elite institutions, and that they may have the contradictory effects of challenging the dominance of academic knowledge and institutions, while, simultaneously, expanding the “schooling form” to activities and spheres previously beyond the reach of schooling.


Categories: theory, motivation
Annotation: This article focuses on selective incentives that the author describes as the processes “when actors reward or punish each other to motivate or sustain cooperation in some form of collective action” (p. 1356), an analysis of Mancur Olson and closes with a brief discussion of implications. Though many critics disagree with his conclusions, Mancur Olson’s theory, rooted in economics, is that people won’t “buy” the public good and will only contribute to groups/the community if selective incentives are involved. The author examines Olson’s theory in depth as well as theories of his critics and these theories are also presented as mathematical equations. The section on the “dynamics of positive selective incentives” could be particularly useful to those interested in motivation and digital badges.


Categories: motivation, online communities, Wikipedia
Annotation: This article begins with the history of the most popular wiki (“online, web-based collaborative writing environment”) - Wikipedia, its Wikipedians (contributors) and a literature review of articles written about Wikipedia. The authors explore motivational factors, including many theories about contributing to online communities rooted in psychology, Wikipedian gratification, sense of community and potential for interactivity. The authors suggest further study into participation on Wikipedia (1) professional versus nonprofessional participation; (2) constructive, confrontational, and vandalistic participation; (3) continuous versus one-time participation; (4) anonymous versus identifiable participation; (5) content contribution, community involvement, and (silent) participation in the form of lurking.” (p. 262). Though is
article is focused on participation on Wikipedia, it serves as a great and thorough overview into theories of motivation in online communities.


Categories: motivation

Annotation: This research article examines Google Answers (no longer functioning as of 12/19/2012), an online forum where anyone can pose a question with an amount they are willing to pay for an answer and pre-approved experts will respond for incentives, including a $20 on average reward per answer, “star” rating, and feedback from 6/2002 to 10/2004. They found that the rate of answer response was strongly correlated with financial incentives and that a correlation between response and social-based incentives was only demonstrated through the presence of feedback/comments, not “star” ratings. This is a preliminary study with a very brief section of results and no discussion section.


Categories: motivation

Annotation: This research paper looks at motivation in online community contributions using the movie recommendation website, MovieLens, as their test-bed. The authors augmented MovieLens to display estimated values of contributions by giving movies 1 to 3 smiley faces to see how that affects motivation and they define the user groups who would benefit in four ways: self, small group the user has affinity with, small group the user does not have affinity with and the entire user community. Participants in four different groups (plus a control group) they were rating movies for based on the above defined user groups (self, entire user community, etc.). They were asked to rate 150 movies for their chosen group with embedded information about the amount of value (signified by smiley faces) they would provide “their community” through their ratings and then complete a brief survey. Participants reported that they were most motivated by whether they’d seen a movie or not and secondly by how many smiley faces a movie was given. Participants were more likely to rate movies for group similar to them, but not more likely to rate movies for the benefit of themselves. This article could be helpful in thinking about motivation and badge design that reflects participant’s motivation.


Categories: motivation, tag system design

Annotation: This research article explore territoriality in social online communities and the differences between how experts and novices may react. For their experiment, they asked novices and experts to participate in collaborative social tagging (using MobiTags) of museum displays and then to rate the tags of others and they found that experts were more territorial.
over their own tags and more likely to vote down the tags of others. “encouraging feelings of ownership may motivate experts to contribute more to something they value” (p. 1685) - relevance to digital badges; This article could have interesting implications for digital badges: Could badges motivate experts to contribute more to online communities and/or could earning digital badges make people more territorial over their own content?


Categories: motivation, peer to peer

Annotation: This article looks at a system in development called, Comutella, that is a peer-to-peer system at the University of Saskatchewan where students can share files/resources and services with each other. The author describes some potential motivators for contributing in a peer-to-peer community site, including seeing the system as useful/valuable, getting their questions answered and through additional incentives. The following is a great descriptor of methods of motivations in a community. “There are four principle ways of motivating users to participate in a community: by trying to influence the user’s feelings (of guilt, of belonging or owing to the group) to stimulate her altruism towards the community, by rewarding the user with visibility / reputation in the group depending on his/her contribution, by allowing the user to develop relationships with other users in the community (one would do a favor to a friend, which one might not want to do for anonymous unknown people), and by providing an economical model which ensures incentive for user contribution, (e.g. better quality of service, priority in the queues). It is likely that choosing the appropriate way of motivation depends: on the personality of the user, and on the nature or the user’s interest in the area and the group (community). Thus, the same user can be altruistic in one group, motivated by reputation in another group and by economic rewards in a third group” (p. 144). This article is useful to thinking about digital badge design and motivations that may drive potential badge earners.


Categories: lifelong learning, recognition of informal learning, assessment

Annotation: This article by Patrick Werquin, Directorate for Education in the Education and Training Policy Division of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), comes across as a breath of fresh air and still seems extremely relevant despite it being published in 2008. It begins with definitions, rationale, challenges and threats associated with recognizing informal or non-formal learning and explains that establishing set definitions that are agreed upon is challenging because our ideas about learning are changing so rapidly. He begins by explaining the benefits of informal learning, saying that “recognising what people know or can do – regardless of where they have acquired these skills, knowledge and competences – is indeed likely to be a strong incentive for them to resume learning formally as they will not have to start from scratch. This also cuts the traditional costs (time, tuition fees, transportation costs, etc.) and opportunity costs (forgone earnings, etc.) of formal learning” (p. 143. He also notes that the “recognition of non-formal and informal learning is seen as having
the potential to foster the knowledge economy agenda by improving the level of qualifications of individuals, making them happier and better workers, and improving their standard of living” (p. 143). He then explains that the challenges to recognizing informal learning include stakeholders, assessment, standards, cost, limited data, and take-up (people are slow to engage in this type of program) and threat to recognizing informal education is the lack of evidence that these informal learning systems & recognition “work.” Though his excitement about the ability of informal learning to create a more equitable economy, encourage further formal learning, develop human capital and self-esteem is evident, he encourages an approach of pragmatism for those touting informal education and recognition.

----


Categories: learning theory, motivation

Annotation: This research article focuses the impact of different types of goal setting on performing tasks. They hypothesized that small tasks would benefit the most from outcome goals and new big tasks would benefit most from learning goals. Their study was conducted with 114 undergraduate level business students and they found their hypotheses to be true. They explain the practical implications of the study as this: people with prior knowledge or skill of a task will be motivated by outcome goals and learning goals should be set if someone wants to learn something new. The question this brings up is whether badges function as an outcome goal or a learning goal.

----


Categories: badge system design, motivation

Annotation: The authors of this article focus on motivation in problem solving virtual communities (PSVCs) noting that not all members contribute, a large percentage just lurk. The article explores functional motivation, motivation by goals, motivation based on perceptions of environment, Expectancy-value theory, and finally volunteerism motives and takes a closer look at functional motivations- volunteerism motives (altruistic and egoistic motives) and Expectancy-value theory motivations (perceived effectiveness of knowledge repositories, reputation system, salience of social identity, and pro-sharing norms). For their experiment, they chose students and alumni of a university in Asia and they found that egoistic motives for contribution were significant. They explain that, “an important implication of the functional approach is that matching benefits with individual motivations results in positive outcomes. Hence, in order to encourage enduring knowledge contribution, virtual-community practitioners should provide mechanisms to meet the motivations of knowledge contributors” (p. 163). This article provides a theoretical perspective on how motivation may be influenced by the possibility of earning digital badges.

----

Zhuolun, L., Huang, K. & Cavusoglu, H. Can We Gamify Voluntary Contributions to Online Q&A Communities? Quantifying the Impact of Badges on User Engagement. Retrieved from
Annotation: The authors suggest that gamification could be a successful model for motivating online user contribution on question and answer (Q&A) sites and that digital badges could help increase “answering questions, commenting, making revisions, and asking questions.” Through their micro-level and macro-level analysis of the site “Stack Overflow”, a Q&A site for programmers, they found that digital badges did increase the first three actions but it does not increase asking questions, perhaps because there is already a reward system inherent in the process.

**Blogs**


Annotation: Katie Ash’s blog post provides a thorough and fair representation of digital badges from the viewpoints of both advocates and skeptics and how digital badges could impact K-12 learners. Digital badges could help K-12 students by providing a way to define their skills beyond standardized testing and the digital badges they earn could become part of their resumes and college applications to help them with their future educational and professional development. Badge advocates also say that it could lead to scaffolded learning, for example, once they’ve earned their Intro to HTML badge, they are encouraged to pursue the Intermediate HTML badge. On the other hand, skeptics ask how digital badges be integrated into the structure of the classroom or if they function solely outside of the classroom, will that make young people less interested in completing activities because it is now being quantified with external rewards? They also express concerns about the gamification of learning. The author focuses on the digital badge efforts of MOUSE as an example of the possibilities of badging for youth. This article is an excellent resource for those interested in how digital badges will affect K-12 learners.

---


Annotation: This blog begins with a useful diagram of how formal education, badges and self-documented achievements come together to form a someone’s personal work and education portfolio, which is followed up by a detailed description of each aspect of the diagram. The author asserts that digital badges provide a context for informal learning in a way that will help “outsiders” see the knowledge learned as “valid” and digital badges place the focus on learning, rather than assessment. Special attention is paid to Mozilla’s Open Badge Infrastructure, including badge issuers and Mozilla’s “backpack” for “storing” digital badges.

---
Categories: professional development, open access, critique

Annotation: Ahrash Bissell’s blog gives kudos to the openness of the developing badge infrastructure, specifically Mozilla Foundation’s initiatives, and critiques the claims of potential for badges, specifically as “a mechanism for employers to better identify and recruit suitable employees.” Mr. Bissell questions whether the current structure of digital badging requires employers/hiring agent to recognize the authority of each badge provided and requires employers to assess the credibility of specific badges. His blog provides links to other bloggers concerned about the issue of authority in digital badging and is of note for those interested in the implications of digital badging on professional development.

Blair, L. (2012). The cake is not a lie: How to design effective achievements. Retrieved from http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/6360/the_cake_is_not_a_lie_how_to...
Categories: game-based learning, badge design, motivation

Annotation: This article by Lucas Blair looks at achievement design features in gaming - keeping in mind what might motivate players - and discusses best practices for design. It examines measurement achievements vs. completion achievements, boring vs. interesting tasks, achievement difficulty and goal orientation. In each section, the author defines the topics, provides specific game examples, such as stars earned in Angry Birds, and makes suggestions for best practices. Contains a bibliography. Good article for those interested in digital badges in gaming, motivation and best practice in badge design.

Casilli, C. (2012, May 20). Badge system design: Seven ways of looking at a badge system. Retrieved from http://carlacasilli.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/badge-system-design-seven-w...
Categories: badge system design

Annotation: Carla Casilli’s blog post provides seven ways of looking at a badge system (and its design) includes philosophical, conceptual, pedagogical, visual/aesthetic, technical, categorical and ownership. Within each category she provides a bullet point list of questions raised, such as technical’s siloed vs. shared, open vs. proprietary and system vs. single. She admits that including ownership within her list is including a bit of an outlier, but that it serves as a reminder that no system will be completely simplified and neat. Casilli’s blog post is provocative, rather than explanatory.

Categories: validity, credibility, reliability, education

Annotation: Carla Casilli seeks to address concerns around the validity, credibility, and reliability of digital badging, attempting to answer common digital badge critic question, “How will we know that they’re worthwhile badges issued from reputable sources?” Ms. Casilli asks readers to consider their current assumptions about what is considered valid within any education system. For example: “Does the issuer have the authority to issue a particular badge?
vs. Does anyone have the authority to teach a particular class? or Does the earning of a badge indicate that the learner has learned? vs. Does the completion of a class indicate that the learner has learned what they were supposed to?” Her blog is written to inspire discussion around these questions, rather than providing the answers and works well as a starting point for critical thinking on the issue of validity/credibility/reliability in digital badging. Includes cited references.

---


Annotation: This blog post is part of an ongoing series on Open Badges and Open Badge Infrastructure by Carla Casilli with this one focusing on designing the badges themselves. Ms. Casilli suggests creating a badge that can evolve over time to fit new systemic categories, while retaining context and uniqueness. Includes cited references.

---


Annotation: Carla Casilli examines the intersection between FERPA, COPPA, and a digital badgeing goal of “lifelong learning.” Ms. Casilli emphasizes the importance of identity protection for the individual badge earner and addresses Mozilla’s steps in ensuring this protection, including a link to their Legal FAQs page. She concludes her blog by defining COPPA and FERPA: “COPPA is the acronym for the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act and it’s a US federal law designed to govern and protect children’s online privacy and safety.” “FERPA, also an acronym and also a US federal law, stands for the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. It’s aimed at providing parents with the right to protect the privacy of children’s education records.”

---


Annotation: This post builds on one of Carla Casilli’s earlier posts, Badge system design: What we talk about when we talk about validity (included in this bibliography) and in it she discusses how the “currency” of digital badges stems from trust and value as well as the possibility for badges to develop new communities of trust. Casilli’s blog includes many helpful visual aids for thinking about badge design, including a visual model demonstrating the intersection of reliability, replicability, credibility, validation, certification, accreditation, verification, and authentication when developing trust in a system. She also addresses how these intersections may vary and grown through the use of the open badge infrastructure and the new dynamic possibilities that could arise from them.

Annotation: This blog post is about the digital badging system that was designed for Open Learning Design Studio’s MOOC (OLDS-MOOC) “Learning Design for a 21st Century Classroom” and is written by Rebecca Galley, OLDS-MOOC Projects Officer, and Simon Cross, OLDS-MOOC evaluator. The creators of the course admit that they are unsure of how badges will impact their course, but demonstrate through their blog that their choices were well considered. In creating their badge system, they envisioned their course having a “learning arc” (just like a movie has a “story arc”) and where each badge would fit into the arc. The badges are available in three types: reaching an endpoint, cumulative achievement, and performing optional/independent study beyond the course. The post includes diagrams of each type as well as a helpful table that explains the role of each badge and the badges’ benefits to the receiver/learner and to the creator/awarde. Here is a link to their badge system that’s compatible with Mozilla Open Badges. Their MOOC ran January 10 - March 13, 2013.


Annotation: Author, Cathy N. Davidson, starts her article by explaining her initial skepticism of digital badges, saying, “I was afraid that, rather than taking us ‘beyond educational technology,’ badges would throw our passionate digital learning community into yet another morass of overpriced tech.” After further consideration, she views badges not as an end to assessment concerns, but a way to shift a paradigm away from standardized testing and No Child Left Behind. In addition, the author addresses the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s “Badges for Lifelong Learning.”


Annotation: Cathy N. Davidson’s blog begins with a brief history of standardized testing program and she explains that studies have shown that standardized tests do not motivate learning. Instead of standardized testing, her post offers an alternative form of assessing student learning with Khushro Kidwai and Kyle Peck’s free eRubric assessment system. Their program could be used to create peer assessment or have students create the eRubric with the professor on the first day of class. She states that “all research on assessment shows we learn more if we understand, participate in, and agree with the basic learning or work goals we’re aiming at.” New system of assessment like the eRubric mentioned above and digital badges being developed at Top Coder, Stack Exchange and the Digital Media and Learning Competition allow for assessing things such as collaborative efforts and seeing a project through. She hopes that “soon, we may well have automated, easy, teacher-friendly, student-
inspiring assessment systems that actually measure what we value and count the kind of knowledge and thinking that really do count in the classroom and in the real world."

---


Categories: badge design, assessment

Annotation: The focus of this blog by Cathy N. Davidson is the importance of moving away from inherited rigid and hierarchical systems of assessment and towards creating new measures for learning that truly assess learning achievements. She states that, “without an inherited system of accreditation, members of the system can take the time to assess what they think is important, what they think counts, and how they think things should count. “ She is interested in the possibility of digital badges (as redesigned assessment measures) to truly assess learning achievements and believes that redesigning assessment systems also allows for institutional introspection. She explains that, “redesigning its internal systems of evaluation offers an institution—whether a business, a school, a class, a network, a community organization or something else— an opportunity for collective, institutional introspection, for a conversation about values, merit, metrics, and the purpose of assessment for that organization and its members.”

---


Categories: assessment

Annotation: Cathy N. Davidson’s blog post about digital badges begins with a reflection on the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s Badges for Lifelong Learning launch event and its participants (Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan; Vice President of U.S. Programs at the MacArthur Foundation, Julia Stasch; Executive Director of Mozilla, Mark Surman, and NASA Administrator Charles F. Bolden) and is a call for individuals and organizations to participate in the competition. She highlights the steps of the competition, including the role of HASTAC in the competition, with an emphasis on the goal of having “an array of actual, open, working and functioning systems of accreditation that will help all of us, in any situation, think about whatever method our institution now uses and to be able to see, in concrete detail, how things might be better by adopting this new system that these teams have worked on together.” She provides a full exploration of educational and institutional standards, ways of measuring or assessing learning and the role of badges in this process.

---


Categories: higher education, professional development

Annotation: Cathy N. Davidson’s blog explains the potential of a digital badge system through the example of a stellar student in one of her courses. She describes digital badges as being comprised of four main components- a badge represents the issuing organization/community, it is a visual representation of mastery, it provides motivation for further learning/mastery and it must be accepted by outside communities (legitimization) to work. She explains that, “badges are useful for certifying complex processes or skills that are not comprehended in our traditional
grading systems”, like “interpersonal skills, collaborative skills, imagination, innovative, initiative, independence” that employers value, but are not expressed through traditional grading systems. The blog is followed by comments with links to additional articles on badges and a representation of both badge promoters and detractors.

Categories: higher education, K-12, assessment, open education
Annotation: This is the transcript of an address by U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, about the Digital Media and Learning (DML) Competition’s “Badges for Lifelong Learning” and how it intersects with the White House’s current efforts in transforming education, including their National Education Technology plan titled, "Transforming American Education: Learning Powered by Technology" and the “American Jobs Act”, part of which will be focused on increased funding for educators. His speech addresses educational technology, assessment, and specifically mentions the creation of a digital badging system for U.S. veterans. Regarding the DML Competition, he stated, “we're excited that, this year, this competition will serve as a catalyst to advance the potential of digital badges. Badges can help engage students in learning, and broaden the avenues for learners of all ages to acquire and demonstrate – as well as document and display – their skills. Badges can help speed the shift from credentials that simply measure seat time, to ones that more accurately measure competency.” While he admits that there is not one simple solution to the current state of education in the United States, he believes that educational technology has the ability to change the landscape of teaching and education. This article will be of interest to anyone researching U.S. education policies.

Categories: higher education, K-12, credentialing, open education, assessment, motivation, professional development
Annotation: This is an engaging, well-written blog post that includes a thorough description of digital badges and a well-sourced bibliography. It addresses the pro-badging community and detractors as well as how digital badging is being explored not only in technology communities, but other communities like the U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and school districts. The author explores the impact of digital badges on open education, educational assessment, motivation for learners, professional development for educator, Mozilla Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI) and credentialing. Ms. Elkordy’s blog is strongly recommended as a starting point for those interested in digital badges and education.

Categories: assessment, motivation, lifelong learning
Annotation: The blog is written partly as a response to badge skeptic Mitch Resnick’s concerns about motivations in digital badge design being extrinsic (Utilitarian), that learners will focus on accumulation of badges, rather than a more intrinsic (Kantian) goal of “learning for its own sake.” Mr. Goldberg asks whether these two motivations must be mutually exclusive: Can’t initial extrinsic motivation lead to intrinsic motivation? He also postulates that badging can serve as a prompt for curiosity due to its very innovative nature, its newness and “cool” factor being a catalyst for new learning. He states that they are not a fix-all, but they offer a new way of thinking about the process of lifelong learning.

Categories: higher education, assessment, badge design

Annotation: Sheryl Grant’s blog post focuses on examples of digital badge design and uses at colleges and universities. Her examples range from classroom-level to campus-level badging as well as including examples of digital badges for cultural events, information literacy certificates from academic libraries and badges for conference participation. She also addresses digital badging as a method of alternative assessment in education, including peer evaluation models coming from Peer to Peer Recognition of Open Learning in Education (P2PU) and Professor Kyle Peck from the Pennsylvania State University. Ms. Grant’s post includes articles about digital badges from mainstream media outlets, such as The New York Times and the Huffington Post and it closes with a series of questions to inspire further discussion about Amy McQuigge’s big question: How can colleges and universities use badges?

Categories: motivation

Annotation: Sheryl Grant’s blog post explores both the positive and negative reactions to digital badges complete with links to the articles she references. Much of the concern and applause for digital badges centers around the idea of motivation. In addition to the issue of motivation, Grant also examines the overlap or intersection between learning theories and online communities, online collaboration, social participation, making, authenticity, and the idea of beginning to re-think online lurking as reading and learning. She closes her provocative article with an open call for further discussion about digital badges and how they may effect our process of learning and our use of the internet.

Categories: assessment, formal and informal learning, motivation, credentialing, game-based learning, education

Annotation: Is digital badging good or bad? Alex Halavais’ simple answer is “yes.” If they are poorly applied, they will be bad and if used well, they can lead to peer learning and authentic assessment. The author believes that badges could provide opportunities for peer assessment, a method of creating a personal narrative and a means to seek out people with specific
knowledge within our growing online communities. One of his concerns lies in the connection between badges and gamification. He discusses Henry Jenkin’s critique of badges that it could become a “badgecopalypse,” meaning - what if badges just take over, instead of providing another way of thinking?, which could create a badge monopoly. In regards to the Digital Media and Learning Competition (DML) of 2012, he says, “I worry that by winnowing 500 applications to 30, we may have already begun to centralize what “counts” in approaches to badges. But perhaps the skeptical posts I’ve linked to here provide evidence of the contrary: that the competition has encouraged a healthy public dialog around alternative assessment, and badges represent a kind of ‘conversation piece.’” The blog post provides an even assessment of the possible impact of digital badges.

---

Categories: higher education, assessment, legal issues

Annotation: Dan Hickey’s blog is about his real-life application of a badging system as a method of peer assessment/evaluation for his doctoral course on educational assessment. He integrated the OBI-compliant digital badge system, ForAllBadges, into OnCourse, Sakai-based open-source CMS. In creating this system of digital badges, Mr. Hickey considered credibility (inside and outside of the classroom) and privacy (FERPA). He incorporated descriptive criterion for each badge that could be awarded and decided to not make the digital badges part of the student’s final grade. His blog post will be of interest to people considering the application of digital badges within the classroom.

---

Categories: assessment

Annotation: This brief blog looks at the application/judging process and initial consequences of the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s “Badges for Lifelong Learning.” More than 300 submissions from individuals and groups were submitted, evaluated and eventually matched up (and whittled down) into a few dozen “content and program” teams matched with “design and tech” teams for the final stage of competition. Dan Hickey explains that while it is too early to tell what the eventual outcome of the competition cycle will be, the competition quickly demonstrated a high level of interest and submissions for a competition with a low ($2 million) prize offering and that the process of submitting an entry laid the groundwork for these initiatives to take off whether they were awarded funding or not.

---

Recognizing, Supporting, and Attracting Adult Learners with Digital Badges. The Evollution. This was also published as: http://www.evollution.com/program_planning/recognizing-supporting-and-a...
Categories: motivation, assessment, education, legal issues, validity, theory
Annotation: This blog opens with a brief description of how the Digital Media and Learning Competition, “Badges for Lifelong Learning” has impacted how we think about digital badges since its announcement in late 2011. Dan Hickey explains that this “is an initial effort to identify the initial questions about learning that educators, programs, and schools might want to ask if they are thinking about issuing digital badges.” He poses questions such as, how will you introduce digital badges? how can you ensure the validity of badges? how will badges function—motivation, recognition? and so on. He also proposes that individuals and organizations who are thinking of employing digital badges should consider questions around assessment, proposed learning theories, refining the method of using digital badges, and protecting the privacy of badge recipients (FERPA and COPPA).

Categories: motivation, assessment

Annotation: Dan Hickey’s post focuses on “the difference between the purposes we intend to use digital badges for and the actual functions that they ultimately serve.” He outlines what he sees as four different functions for badges: recognizing learning, assessing learning, motivating learning and evaluating learning. He acknowledges that the function of motivation is the most controversial for digital badges and his post includes a table to summarize the four functions. (He explains that digital badges can be used to recognize learning, motivate learning or both and that there is a difference between earning badges immediately upon completion of a learning experience/task vs. that learning experience/task being reviewed by a peer or by an expert upon completion. He addresses summative vs. formative vs. evaluative assessment in regards to digital badging.)

Categories: higher education, assessment

Annotation: In the blog post, Dan Hickey explains why he believes digital badges will succeed at Indiana University (IU helped develop Sakai and was where the International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning launched from, IU’s President gave $8M for the IU Online initiative which is being headed up by a professor in the Instructional Systems Technology Program and one of their professors is national known as supporting MOOCs) and is a response to Sheryl Grant’s post on HASTAC about digital badges. It focuses on where to start with digital badges and explores the two avenues Ms. Grant mentioned of working in and around universities to implement badges. Hickey’s blog post details his own process of working around universities and he uses Purdue University’s new “Passport System” as an example of working in universities. His blog closes with portions of IU President McRobbie’s 2012 State of the University address in which he addresses both digital badges and MOOCs.

**Categories:** higher education, assessment, motivation

**Annotation:** This blog post takes a theoretical look at the controversial topic of digital badges and motivation as well as taking a look at the Digital Media and Learning Competition, “Badges for Lifelong Learning.” The competition received 300 submissions and Dan Hickey wrote this blog just prior to attending the announcement of the competition’s winners. In it he also addresses the scope of the Competition, remarking about the connections it has made to the National Science Foundation, the US Department of Education and other federal agencies.

---


**Categories:** assessment

**Annotation:** In this blog, Dan Hickey states that, “badge developers should consider the various goals for their badges, and the assumptions behind those goals” and he explores what those goals and assumptions may entail, using the Digital Media and Learning Competition, “Badges for Lifelong Learning” winners as helpful examples. He identifies three types of primary goals for using badges: showing what somebody has done or might be able to do (e.g., Badgework for Vets), motivate individuals to learn or do more (e.g., BuzzMath) and transform or create learning systems (e.g., MOUSE Wins!). He also identifies three primary assessment functions: summative functions (assessment OF learning), formative functions for individuals (assessment FOR learning) and transformative functions for systems (assessment AS learning) and goes on to explain the connection between different types of assessment functions and specific learning theories. Important article for those interested in assessment, badge design and learning theories.

---


**Categories:** innovation, theory of change, badges, connected learning

**Annotation:** Mimi Ito reflects on major themes and conversations at the 2012 Digital Media and Learning Conference, including the conference themes of innovation, technology, and education. Responding to conversations and blogs that focus on badges, Dr. Ito considers theories of change in education with this emerging technology, "First, a badge is only as good as the community, learning philosophy, and the theory of change attached to it," and notes that badges can perform a "diversifying function in achievement metrics."

---


**Categories:** professional development

**Annotation:** Author, Henry Jenkins, supports the idea of earning badges, informal learning and connected learning and accepts that badges can be a model for respecting informal learning, but not as the only model. However, he believes that people creating digital badges and pushing for their use may not be functioning with the same value set as those who would then earn the digital badges. He goes into detail about his main concerns about digital badges: young people...
are looking to learn without adult approval or standards (and badges would create those standards), gamification, could make informal learning more formal and hierarchical, may be overlooking other modes of participatory learning, badges simply do not work for everyone, and it’s unlikely that a single badge system will be adopted as the only option. Jenkins ends his article with a call for more research into digital badges.

Categories: digital badges history, game-based learning
Annotation: Barry Joseph’s brief history of digital badges includes the XBOX 360 Gamerscore system, Eva Baker’s address “The End(s) of Testing”, the influence of alternative assessment and games & learning scholars, the release of white paper “An Open Badge Framework” by Peer to Peer University (P2PU) and Mozilla, and ends with HASTAC’s launch of the Badges for Lifelong Learning Competition in late 2011. Excellent and quick to read primer for those interested in the historical roots of the digital badge movement.

Categories: badge design
Annotation: In this blog post, Barry Joseph explains Global Kids’ process of creating a badge design system that will work best for the organization as a whole, the individual programs and for the badge earners. First, they created a “global” digital badge system based on Global Kids’ organizational outcomes and indicators and next they developed a more specific program based badging system. Each program group created a system of digital badges based on a set of learning achievements and skills they felt would be beneficial for their participants. The author provides a diagram to explain how they are integrating four types of achievement badges: hard skills, soft skills, knowledge and participation to comprise one “role” badge earned, using the example of “Game Designer” role badge.

Categories: K-12, motivation, assessment, game-based learning, open education
Annotation: The content of Barry Joseph’s blog was created through an open access collaboration and presents six frameworks for examining digital badging for K-12 learners to explain why people align themselves with badges and what their goals are in using badges. The six frameworks include: badges as alternative assessment, gamifying education with badges, badges as learning scaffolding, badges to develop lifelong learning skills, badges as DML driver, and badges to democratize learning and each framework presented provides real-life examples corresponding to the framework and most include “vital voices”, a section that makes reference to corresponding literature/blogs, including critiques. Excellent resource for those wanting to learn about reasons for using digital badging with K-12 learners.
Categories: professional development

Annotation: This write up about digital badges functions like an FAQ that starts with basics of what a digital badge is and moves onto the bigger questions of “What is the significance?” and “What are the implications for teaching and learning?” It also contains a scenario about an individual earning digital badges for professional development that helps illustrate the article's explanation of digital badges. A good starting point and quick read for someone who is not familiar with digital badges.

Categories: validation, Open Badges Infrastructure

Annotation: Erin Knight of the Mozilla Foundation discusses the purpose of the Open Badges Infrastructure (OBI), which is to establish an open credentialing system as an alternative to the current formal education system. Because the OBI allows systems of assessments and credentials to be portable across the Web, it has the potential to unlock the current credentialing monopoly that formal education holds. In this blog post, Erin Knight reflects on a proposal and working paper, RFC: An Open, Distributed System for Badge Validation (Working Paper) that seeks input from the public about ways to provide validation in an open credentialing system such as the OBI.

Categories: motivation, assessment, open education

Annotation: Author, Erin Knight, works Mozilla Foundation on assessment in open peer learning environments and digital badging and she has written this post just prior to piloting a badge/assessment project with Peer to Peer University (P2PU). Her post provides an extended definition for digital badges and why she believes we need an alternative form of assessment and motivation in our current education system. She closes her post with a thorough list of questions about digital badges and how they could/will be employed.

Categories: assessment, K-12, open badge system, motivation

Annotation: Patrick Ledesma compares and contrasts digital badges with K-12’s current system of standardized testing. He addresses the policy implications for moving to a digital badging system, including the idea that badging might make it easier for the public to understand more about the learning process of students. Mr. Ledesma suggests that digital
Badges could be a good method of developing critical thinking in students and better learning motivation, while also carefully considering the challenges this new system could create. The article contains a great illustration of the process of earning and displaying digital badges as well as thoughtful comments by readers.

Annotations:

Categories: professional development

Annotation: Author, Tania Lovejoy, notes that people are increasingly completing webinars, workshops and doing other types of online learning outside of the traditional classroom environment to prepare themselves for the workforce and badges provide a way to represent those skills. She wrote this blog as a recently returned Peace Corps volunteer and explains her personal learning system has been rooted in her work, rather than a graduate degree and system of badging will allow for a better representation of her professional experience. Her blog includes references to P2PU, Khan Academy, Mozilla’s Badge Project and the Digital Media and Learning Competition.

Categories: motivation, validity/accrediting

Annotation: In Alex Reid’s blog post, he voices his concerns about digital badges, especially in regards to motivation and reward. He believes the problem lies with corporations and the federal government, not students and schools, because employers are the ones seeking credentials, but is still concerned with using badges to commodify experiences. He explains that, “the commodification of learning was already quite clear in the Reagan era when we stopped thinking of higher education as a social good and instead defined it as an individual's investment in his/her human capital.” He also raises the issue of open badges and accreditation and posits that while earning digital badges is currently a free endeavor, that it will cost money to earn in the long run. And lastly, he discusses his concern about digital badges being driven by extrinsic motivation and how that will negatively impact creativity and problem-solving skills.

Categories: motivation, critique, education

Annotation: In this blog post, Mitchel Resnick, Professor of Learning Research at the MIT Media Lab, discusses why he is still a badge skeptic. His main concern lies in the issue of motivation in earning badges - that students will focus on accumulation of badges (extrinsic motivation) rather than on the process of learning (intrinsic motivation). Mr. Resnick cites the “Scratch Online Community” as an alternative tool focusing on intrinsic motivation for learning that engages students to become contributing community members. His blog post created a great dialogue about motivation in badging from some key players in the digital badge movement.
Categories: motivation, critique, learning theory

Annotation: This is part of a series of blogs by Andrea Zellner written in response to the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s Badges for Lifelong Learning and a course she is taking called, Current Issues in Motivation and Learning. In this blog, she addresses the difference between achievement goals - students focusing on their own abilities - and performance goals - students focusing on besting other students. She argues that first orientation values the process of learning and therefore have more positive learning outcomes. She states that, “badge systems are certainly patterned after similar systems within digital games, where these goal orientations have resulted in the negative outcomes associated with performance goal orientations” and closes with concerns she has heard expressed about people gaming the system at Khan Academy and their use of ranking systems. Contains brief list of references.

---

Categories: motivation, learning theory

Annotation: This is part of a series of blogs by Andrea Zellner written in response to the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s Badges for Lifelong Learning and a course she is taking called, Current Issues in Motivation and Learning. In this post, she discusses thinking about badges as a rewards system instead of an assessment system and looks to B.F. Skinner’s theory of operant conditioning. If badges are provided as a reward, they will be encouraged to try to earn another badge - the badge acts as a reinforcer and the variable-ratio reinforcement schedule, where the “reinforcer is presented at intermittent times after the behavior is demonstrated”, has been found to be the most effective. Zellner notes that this only works if the digital badge actually proves to be a positive reinforcer and she expresses concern that providing rewards such as digital badges, may decrease intrinsic motivation overall. Contains brief list of references.

---

News Articles

Categories: higher education

Annotation: While many companies have folded over time, universities have been experiencing longevity and staying power. But author, Kevin Carey, believes the advent of online education, such as MITx and Stanford’s online offerings on Artificial Intelligence and the creation of Udacity may change that. He does not believe traditional degrees will be immediately superseded, but they are an example of the theory of “disruptive innovation.” The remainder of his article gives an in-depth look at this theory created by Harvard business school professor Clayton Christensen and what it means for the traditional model of university-level education.

---

**Categories:** assessment, professional development

**Annotation:** This article is about US President Barack Obama’s proposed community college reform agenda for increased funding of community colleges that was overturned by Congress in 2010 and the plan that the Departments of Labor and Education came up with in its stead. It was proposed that community colleges seeking federal funding would be required make their course materials open education resources (OERs). The author surmises that because these courses and materials will be linked with the federal government and its standards, that employers may view the completion of this online coursework with the same level of quality as a course completed in a traditional classroom setting. However, these courses will not provide learners with “credit” and the author brings in the subject of digital badges as a form of signified proof of informal learning.

---


**Categories:** professional development, assessment

**Annotation:** This article is a follow-up to Kevin Carey’s article “The Quiet Revolution in Open Learning” and a response to a critical comment from said article. In it, Carey provides two examples of professions that can and often do function outside of the system of formal education—lawyers and journalists, respectively. He discusses the bar exam as an example of an open badge earned—“an independent assessment that, in theory, anyone can take, based on a distinct body of knowledge and skills determined by a professional guild outside of higher education” and that journalists’ bodies of work serve as their credentials.

---


**Categories:** motivation, assessment, higher education

**Annotation:** This article is a cheeky contribution from James Marshall Crotty, who commonly writes about the education sector, about the advent of digital badges. Mr. Crotty concedes that the current education/work system that values a four year university degree over all other forms of education is somewhat lacking, but his tone implies that he doesn’t necessarily view badges as the answer. His articles mentions the support of digital badges by industry and education reform organizations like Mozilla, MacArthur Foundation and the Digital Media and Learning Competition, Microsoft, Khan Academy, Peer-to-Peer University (P2PU) and others and also gives space for detracting arguments, including concerns about extrinsic motivation. He ends his article with a discussion of the validity of badges, by saying, “the biggest knock on badges, however, is that they are another shallow gimmick that fails to solve an age-old problem: quality assurance.”

**Categories:** assessment

**Annotation:** Cathy N. Davidson’s article in the *Washington Post* begins with Google’s experience of evaluating the qualities of their managers and their surprising results. Google’s flexibility and willingness to accept their results, rather than demand certain standards be met has allowed them to continue being an innovative company. Need to ask the right questions – “All the data in the world doesn’t matter if you are collecting one kind of information but the real problem or virtue lies elsewhere.” Davidson posits that end-of-term, multiple-choice tests are not asking the right questions and an alternative assessment that measures learning innovation is necessary. She brings in the example of Stack Exchange, a site for web programmers - an innovative community who is buoyed by peer assessment and earning digital badges. She closes with a discussion of how standardized testing has been found to dis-incentivize learning, whereas badges can incentivize learning and the work HASTAC, Mozilla and the MacArthur Foundation are doing on digital badges.

---


**Categories:** professional development, motivation, formal vs. informal learning

**Annotation:** This news article by Annie Eisenberg has one of the best and easiest to understand explanations of the purpose of digital badges. Includes quotes from Connie M. Yowell, Director of Education Grant-making at the MacArthur Foundation and Cathy N. Davidson, Co-founder of HASTAC. Ms. Yowell describes digital badges as the, “glue to connect informal and formal learning in and out of school.” The article provides a simplified explanation of the metadata ascribed to each digital badge through the example of a prospective employer clicking on an e-badge awarded for prowess in Javascript and seeing detailed supporting information, including who issued the badge, the criteria and even samples of the work that led to the award. In addition, the author discusses the structure of the MacArthur Foundation’s Digital Media and Learning Competition’s*Badges for Lifelong Learning,* explaining that money is awarded for winning projects and also given to Mozilla to develop a digital badge structure as well as acknowledging that the organization, Topcoder, also has a competition for digital badges.

---


**Categories:** professional development

**Annotation:** Paul Fain’s article is about the BadgesforVets.org website and its goal of translating skills and knowledge learned in the military into digital badges that veterans can display on their résumé or LinkedIn profile. The site will be focused on credentials, not new
assessment measures and the badges will be completely unconnected from the concept of
gamification. Digital badges for military veterans is an interesting test case, because of the
military has been recognized for providing “standardized, verifiable and quality training
programs.” The article closes with examples of digital badges, such as “communications” and
“civil affairs”, each including descriptive content.

---


Categories: assessment

Annotation: This is a brief article in the “Education Life” section of the New York Times about
digital badges that includes quotes from two prominent people in the field of badges- Secretary
of Education Arne Duncan and Connie Yowell, Director of Education at the MacArthur
Foundation. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan explained the federal government’s take on
digital badges, saying “badges can help speed the shift from credentials that simply measure
seat time to ones that more accurately measure competency.” Connie Yowell explained the
MacArthur Foundation’s reason for supporting a digital badge movement by saying, “we really
believe that we’re launching a national conversation about what skills matter and how those
skills get assessed.”

---


Categories: higher education

Annotation: This is a brief article in the education section of The New York Times about
MOOCs and opportunities for alternative credentialing. David Wiley of Brigham Young
University posits that as soon as alternative credentials become as easy to interpret for
employers as standard academic credentials (degrees), they will change the face of the current
higher education system. The main focus of the article is on the possibility of cheating the
system of online learning programs and the plans for in-person testing (at a cost) that have
been proposed by Udacity and MITx to reduce the chances of gaming the system.

---

O’Shaughnessy, L. (2011, October 4). Digital badges could significantly impact higher

Categories: higher education, assessment

Annotation: Lynn O’Shaughnessy’s article discusses the implications of the results found in the
book written by two academics, Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses
that found a high percentage of students were not gaining the critical thinking skills that seeking
a college degree is supposed to impart. Universities have a monopoly on credentials and digital
badges are a new system that could “shake-up” the monopoly of the current higher education
system. Her article mentions Mozilla, MacArthur Foundation, NASA and Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan all as interested parties in digital badges.

---


**Categories:** professional development, higher education

**Annotation:** This is a brief article on CBS news by Lynn O'Shaughnessy, who writes about the financial costs of college, about the potential of digital badges to disrupt the monopoly of higher education and degrees. It is an introduction to how digital badges can be used/displayed by badge earners and how employers may be able to learn more about a job candidate through the badges they have earned. Her article includes information about Mozilla and the MacArthur Foundation’s roles in the development of digital badges.

---


**Categories:** higher education, open education, assessment

**Annotation:** This blog by Marc Parry outlines the inception of MITx, when MIT decided to offer certificates to students outside of the university for completing their online courses. With this new inclusion, MIT will now offer a three tier system for learning: traditional MIT degree, MITx certificates and free OpenCourseWare materials. In the new MITx, courses are free but there is a fee for the certificate and the certificates will not be issued under the name MIT itself. The author suggests that this new endeavor will serve as a case study for how to sustain projects when they are free and may serve to break down the barriers between the general public and larger educational institution.

---


**Categories:** professional development, credentialing

**Annotation:** This six-minute podcast and transcript from American Public Media’s Marketplace Life begins with sound bites about the importance of education for the American people from Mitt Romney and Barack Obama during the 2012 presidential campaign. Amy Scott talks about the ubiquitous nature of employers looking for employees with a college degree and how “economists talk about a college degree as a signaling device, a way to show employers you're a smart, responsible person people.” But the landscape is being changed by alternatives methods of credentialing and employers increased disappointment with their applicant pool’s lack of creative thinking skills, which leads them to question the value of college degrees and look for better ways to measure skills. She notes that employees are also looking for cheaper ways to gain skills and online courses offered through Straight Line program, MITx and Harvard may be an answer. The podcast also includes a section about digital badges, including an interview with Cathy N. Davidson of HASTAC.

**Categories:** professional development

**Annotation:** Jeff Selingo opens his article with a discussion of how Apple revolutionized the world of technology beginning with their “Think Different” campaign and explains that higher education and credentialing may also be in for a big change. Enter, digital badges and the “boost” they received from the MacArthur Foundation, Mozilla and HASTAC in the Digital Media and Learning Competition’s “Badges for Lifelong Learning.” He argues that with increased complaints from employers that new college graduates are not meeting their expectations, if badges are used correctly they may change what employers seek as qualifications. He does note that badge issuers will need to “earn the trust of employers” for a badging system to work.


**Categories:** higher education

**Annotation:** This is a letter written by Vivek Wadhwa, senior research associate with the Labor and Worklife Program at Harvard Law School and an executive in residence/adjunct professor at the Pratt School of Engineering at Duke University, to Peter Thiel, most commonly known as the co-founder of PayPal, after their debate about the value of higher education that aired on the show “60 Minutes.” Vivek Wadhwa believes that achieving an academic degree is paramount while Peter Thiel believes it is not necessary and instead promotes learning outside of the academy in his own program for “Thiel Fellows.” In the letter, Wadhwa encourage Thiel to use his financial means and the ingenuity he showed in revolutionizing banking with PayPal to use technology to revolutionize the education system. Wadhwa also mentions education through gaming, open courses at MIT and Harvard and making education affordable as steps toward improving the education system.


**Categories:** higher education, DML competition, Mozilla, assessment, gamification

**Annotation:** This blog is a preliminary response to the 2011 announcement of the Digital Media and Learning Competition, “Badges for Lifelong Learning.” Audrey Watters explains that digital badges are merit-earned badges with an open infrastructure framework and a chance for people to earn “credit” for learning done outside of the official classroom setting. She provides Peer to Peer University’s (P2PU) and Mozilla’s pilot project to award badges for P2PU School of Webracket as an example of how digital badging can work and briefly explains Mozilla’s open badging structure.

**Categories:** higher education, professional development, assessment

**Annotation:** This article highlights Mozilla’s work with Peer-to-Peer University (P2PU) on creating an open badge system. The main premise behind the idea of digital badges is that the institutions and organizations traditionally responsible for accreditation no longer match the realities of what learning looks like today. The author explains that a degree does not necessarily indicate your skill proficiency and earning digital badges is a means of gaining skills and then showing those skills to potential employers—skills that are not necessarily represented by a degree. An open badge system means that anyone would be able to create a badge and that everyone would have a place to put their badges. Author, Audrey Watters, regularly reviews educational technology. The article includes a concept map of the Open Badges System Infrastructure as well as example badges from Mozilla.


**Categories:** motivation, game-based learning

**Annotation:** This article is an interview with Erin Knight, Project Director for the Open Badges Project at Mozilla, about Mozilla’s Open Badge Initiative of merit earned digital badges with an open framework. Ms. Knight answered questions about the impetus for the Open Badge project, the system’s technology infrastructure, benefits for badge users and badge earners, the link between Open Badges and gamification, and the future of Open Badges. This article provides good insight into Mozilla’s plan for digital badges through the lens of the key player in the Open Badge movement at Mozilla.


**Categories:** higher education, professional development, game-based learning

**Annotation:** Digital badges can be used to certify and recognize “soft skills” learned—skills that may be unclear by looking at a potential employee’s diploma, transcripts and traditional grades. Digital badges are not only being provided by organizations focusing on computer programming skills, for example, but universities are also considering using them (MITx) and they are being applauded by many education reformers. While the author recognizes and details the many benefits of digital badges, he also weighs the challenges including resume overload and employers having to evaluate what a badge means. The article contains quotes from Cathy Davidson and Sheryl Grant of HASTAC and Belle S. Wheelan, president of the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.

Categories: assessment, higher education, professional development, motivation

Annotation: Jeffrey Young’s article considers digital badges as a replacement or supplement to the traditional “broken” grading system at universities. It features content from Erin Knight at Mozilla about their open badge system, from Dan Hickey, associate professor of learning sciences at Indiana University at Bloomington, about the “collaborative engagement” badge he is using in one of his college courses and from Bill Watson, professor at Purdue University, about the 8-10 badges representing learning objectives that he has created for his online course on learning-systems design. Mr. Young introduces all of these ideas with a focus on how future employers can learn more about their potential employees through digital badging. Interesting articles for those interested in how digital badges can be integrated into college courses to emphasize skills learned to future employers.


Categories: professional development, K-12, higher education, credentialing

Annotation: Jeffrey R. Young’s blog post focuses on the impact of digital badges on professional development and employment. The post addresses the use of digital badges in relation to the Digital Media and Learning Competition- “Badges for Lifelong Learning,” MITx, Peer to Peer University (P2PU), and Khan Academy. He explains some critics' concerns about digital badges and professional development, including credentialing and how hiring managers will interpret/consider digital badges.

Other


Annotation: Scoop.it is a curation tool for online content (including blog posts, articles, visual media and more). This Scoop.it page contains more than 450 articles that were curated by HASTAC on the subject of digital badges.


Annotation: Professional 5 minute video about “Badges for Lifelong Learning” that was created by HASTAC, featuring leaders in the field of digital badges. Good visual/audio resource about the Digital Media Learning Competition’s “Badges for Lifelong Learning Competition” and for learning about the digital badge movement from the mouths of many of its leaders.

Annotation: This is an extremely detailed FAQ wiki about digital badges created by Mozilla that includes general information about badges, Open Badge Infrastructure, badge pilots and conceptual framework and the questions Mozilla is currently exploring around digital badges.

Open Michigan wiki, https://open.umich.edu/wiki/Badges

Categories: higher education, open education

Annotation: This is a Wiki created by Open Michigan for their submission to the Digital Media and Learning Competition, “Badges for Lifelong Learning.” Their wiki states that their “intent behind the badges project is to harness the excitement created by those who share or advocate for sharing scholarly material and use that to gain momentum in the open education movement at the University of Michigan.” It was created for the purpose of administering badges to University of Michigan students for their participation in dScribe and for their faculty and staff involved in open access, open education and Open Educational Resource (OER). It includes sections on their research, design, Drupal module and the pilot test for their system.


Categories: assessment, professional development, education

Annotation: Professor Kyle Peck’s, Pennsylvania State University, Prezi presentation on the concept of “Teacher Learning Journeys”, which demonstrate an educator’s learning path and professional development in the field. His Prezi explains the idea of a learning “passport” with “stamps” and “badges” to recognize the educator’s accomplishments - stamps are for simple accomplishments like completing a webinar, while badges demonstrate learning, incorporation into the classroom and then reporting on that process. He presents an innovative idea for using badges complete with illustrations and the step-by-step process.


Annotation: This website is an “Open Badges” tutorial created by Mozilla that includes a Badge 101 quiz where you can earn a Mozilla badge. The website also has “portals” for potential badge issuers, earners and displayers which all utilize Mozilla’s Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI). There is also an FAQ link on the front page that answers questions about: badges, badge systems, OBI and Mozilla’s relationship with the Digital Media and Learning (DML) Competition.


Annotation: This Mozilla Wiki serves as an introduction page to Open Badges. In addition to a brief description of their Open Badge Project complete with an informative concept map, it provides a list of ways to get involved with digital badging and a list of resources for learning more about digital badges.
**White Papers and Reports**


**Categories:** learning theory, education, reform  
**Annotation:** This report is a synthesis of ongoing research, design, and implementation of an approach to education called “connected learning.” It advocates for broadened access to learning that is socially embedded, interest-driven, and oriented toward educational, economic, or political opportunity. Connected learning is realized when a young person is able to pursue a personal interest or passion with the support of friends and caring adults, and is in turn able to link this learning and interest to academic achievement, career success or civic engagement. The connected learning model is based on evidence that the most resilient, adaptive, and effective learning involves individual interest as well as social support to overcome adversity and provide recognition. This report investigates how we can use new media to foster the growth and sustenance of environments that support connected learning in a broad-based and equitable way. This report also offers a design and reform agenda, grounded in a rich understanding of child development and learning, to promote and test connected learning theories.

----


**Categories:** assessment,  
**Annotation:** This report makes the argument that, if a fundamental goal of education is to prepare students to act independently in the world—in other words, to make good choices—an ideal educational assessment would measure how well we are preparing students to do so. Current assessments, however, focus almost exclusively on how much knowledge students have accrued and can retrieve. In this report, Daniel Schwartz and Dylan Arena argue that choice should be the interpretive framework within which learning assessments are organized. Digital technologies, they suggest, make this possible; interactive assessments can evaluate students in a context of choosing whether, what, how, and when to learn.

----


**Categories:** assessment,  
**Annotation:** Valerie Shute and Matthew Ventura discuss problems with such traditional assessment methods as multiple-choice questions, review evidence relating to digital games and learning, and illustrate the stealth-assessment approach with a set of assessments developed for and embedded in the digital game Newton’s Playground. These stealth...
assessments are intended to measure levels of creativity, persistence, and conceptual understanding of Newtonian physics during game play. Finally, they consider future research directions related to stealth assessment in education.


Categories: motivation, open education, assessment, badge design

Annotation: This white paper written by the Mozilla Foundation and Peer to Peer University (P2PU) (following their pilot on digital badges) opens up with scenarios of four different learners - learners who could benefit from their informal education being acknowledged and rewarded and presents digital badges as the solution. They explain the ability of badges in capturing and translating the learning across contexts, encouraging and motivating participation and learning outcomes, and formalizing and enhancing existing social aspects of informal and interest-driven learning. They also thoroughly address the ideas of connected learning, new skills and literacies, badge system framework, assessment, badge design and display. The paper closes by re-visiting the four scenarios and integrating digital badges into their story and then outlining the next steps for “pushing badges into the ecosystem.” It gives an in-depth and easy to read view into what the Mozilla Foundation and P2PU believe can be and will be achieved through digital badges.

Non peer-reviewed papers


Categories: assessment

Annotation: In 2007, Eva Baker, the President of American Educational Research Association (AERA) and Professor and Director at the University of California, Los Angeles, Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing, gave the Presidential Address at AERA’s annual conference. After exploring a wide range of problems with the current use of assessments within schools, she focused on her key recommendation: the development of Merit badge-like “Qualifications” that certify accomplishments, not through standardized tests, but as “an integrated experience with performance requirements.” Such a system would apply to learning both in and out of school and support youth to develop and pursue passionate interests. Baker envisioned youth assembling their Qualifications to show to their families, to colleges, to employers, and to themselves. Ultimately, Baker believed “the path of Qualifications shifts attention from schoolwork to usable and compelling skills, from school life to real life.”


Categories: motivation, critique
Annotation: Emily Goligoski’s (Stanford University) article provides a relatively fair assessment of Mozilla’s Open Badges program from touting their use of transparency to the inclusion of a well-researched section on public concerns about digital badges from critics- Alex Reid, Patrick Ledesma and James Marshall Crotty. Mozilla’s goal in using digital badges is to legitimize informal learning and they offer access to the source code of their free, open access badge infrastructure. The article includes images of digital badges, an illustrated “infrastructure map” designed by Mozilla for badge users and provides a detailed list of Mozilla’s intention for badges and they are supposed to work. Her assessment includes a section on funding for digital badge initiatives, including mention of the MacArthur Foundation and HASTAC, a list of other open education initiatives, such as MIT’s OpenCourseWare, Peer-to-Peer University (P2PU), and OERCommons, a section on user review and assessment, and the possibilities for indexing and referencing digital badges.
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